AN ISOMORPHISM THEOREM FOR VALUATED VECTOR SPACES
Abstract. The following isomorphism theorem is proved for valuated vector spaces. Let N and N' be nice subspaces of free valuated vector spaces F and F', respectively. If N and N' have isomorphic basic subspaces and if the quotient spaces F/N and F'/N' are isomorphic, there exists an isomorphism from F onto F' that maps N onto A/' and induces the given isomorphism on the quotient spaces. In particular, N and A" arc isomorphic.
Throughout let T denote a fixed totally ordered set with suprema; every nonempty subset of T has a least upper bound in T. Adjoin to T an element oo that is considered larger than every element of F. Following [2] and [4] , we define a valuated vector space to be a vector space V with values in {T, 00} satisfying the following conditions:
(l)\x+y\> min{|jc| ,\y\) for all x, y E V.
(2) I ex I = j x I if c is a nonzero scalar. We shall refer to a valuated vector space simply as a valuated space. If V and W are valuated spaces, a map from V to If is a linear transformation that does not decrease values. Products and coproducts exist [2] , and the coproduct of valuated spaces {V¡)¡el is nothing more than the direct sum 2,e/ © V¡ where the value of x = 2x, with x, E V¡ is given by | x \ -min{| x, |}. The structure of valuated vector spaces is much more complicated than the structure of (nonvaluated) vector spaces. A fundamental feature of vector spaces that is missing in valuated spaces is the existence of a basis for every space. Naturally, a valuated space V has a basis {x¡} when V is the coproduct of the one-dimensional spaces (x¡); in such case, V is said to be free. Thus having a basis and being free are equivalent. Every countably generated valuated space has a basis [1] . But in the uncountable case, even a subspace of a space with a basis need not have a basis; the author gave a necessary and sufficient condition for a subspace of a free valuated space to be again free in [3] . Although not every valuated space has a basis, it is true that every valuated space V has a basic subspace B. By this we mean that B has a basis and, for each nonzero x E V, there exists b E B such that I x -b I > I x j . The latter property, in some sense, makes B dense in V; see Theorem 4 in [2] .
If W is a subspace of the valuated space V, the valuation on the quotient space is given by \x + W\= sup{|x + w\ : w E W), and the subspace W is said to be a nice subspace of V if for every x the supremum is obtained, that is, if | x + W\ -\ x + w | for some w EW.lt was once thought that if V had a basis then every nice subspace W of V also would have a basis, but it turned out differently [5] (see also Theorem 6.3 in [4] ). Following [3] and [4] , we call a nice subspace of a free space an NSF-space. Equivalently, an NSF-space is a nice subspace of a valuated vector space that has a basis. Although NSF-spaces are not always free, we are able to prove here a structural uniqueness theorem for NSF-spaces. Our main result is the following isomorphism theorem. Suppose that for some subset J of I that M and M' are subspaces of F and F' containing Fj and FJ, respectively, such that M/Fj and M' /FJ are finitely generated. Further, assume that tr: M>-<*M' is an isomorphism satisfying the following conditions:
(1) w maps Fj onto Ff (3) I ft + a|>|ft|»|a(ft) + tr(a)\>\o(b)\ whenever ft E B and a EM. Observe that if M = F then M' -F' since M'/F} s M/F} and M is finitely generated over F, and in this case the conclusion of the theorem follows from condition (2) . Thus our aim is to enlarge the domain of 7r (until we obtain M = F). Suppose that x E F but x E M. Since M/Fj is finitely generated and since Fj is a direct summand (and consequently a nice subspace) of F, M must be a nice subspace of F; see Lemma 6 in [2] , Likewise, M' is a nice subspace of F'. It follows that (x, M)~ (x + m)@ M for some m E M, and, by replacing x by x + m, we may assume that (x, M)= (x)ffi M. We seek y E F' such that | x \ = \y | , (y, M') = (_v)ffi A/' and <j>(;c + A') = j + TV'. Two cases need to be distinguished. Even though TV is nice, the first case cannot be eliminated because x has already been chosen orthogonal to M. (1) is automatically retained by the extension, and we have chosen y so that condition (2) is retained. We need to verify that condition (3) Proof. In view of the theorem, the space N is determined up to isomorphism by a basic subspace B of N together with V = F/N.
Thé basic subspace B is determined by cardinal numbers since it is free. Remark. The preceding corollary is stated somewhat loosely. But when we say that a valuated vector space V is determined by certain cardinal numbers what we actually mean is that V is determined, up to isomorphism, by a function or a sequence of functions from Y to the cardinal numbers.
For our next result we specialize to the case that T is well ordered although this does not yield the most general result. Let V = UyerHy be the product of homogeneous spaces 77y of value y, which means that the value of each nonzero element of Hy is y. Among such products, V is determined by the cardinal-valued function f(y) = dim(77y). This observation leads to the following result; it is of interest only in the case that N does not have a basis.
Corollary
3. Suppose that T is well ordered and that F/N = Uy£THy, where Hy is homogeneous of value y. As before, assume that N is a nice subspace of the free valuated space F. Up to isomorphism, N is uniquely determined by the cardinal-valued functions f(y) = dim(77y) and g(y) = dim(7?y), where 2yer © By is a basic subspace of N with By being homogeneous of value y.
